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Systems of linear evolution equations involving non-diagonal boundary condi- 
tions yield operator matrices having non-diagonal domains in products of Banach 
spaces. We show how to compute the spectrum of these matrices by using “virtual” 
matrix elements and characteristic operator functions. @? 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
In a previous paper [8] we studied matrices & = ($ E) whose entries A, 
B, C, D are unbounded linear operators such that .&-through the usual 
matrix operations-yields an operator on the product E x F of two 
(possibly different) Banach spaces E and F. In particular, we showed 
that-for invertible diagonal elements A and D-the operator matrix & is 
invertible if and only if 
A - BD-‘C is invertible in E, (*El 
or 
D - CA -‘B is invertible in F. (*F) 
In that case the inverse operator is given by the matrix 
&g-l= 
( 
(A- BD-‘C)-’ -(A- BD-‘C)-‘BD-’ 
-D-’ C(A - BD-‘C)-’ D-‘(Id+ C(A- BD-‘C)-’ BD-‘) > 
= A-l(Id+B(D-CA-‘B)-‘CA-‘) 
( 
-A-‘B(D-CA-‘B)-’ 
(*I 
-(D-CA-‘B)-’ CA ’ (D - CA-‘B)-’ > * 
As a consequence the spectrum a(&) of .d can be characterized by a 
*This paper is part of a research program supported by the Deutsche Forschungs- 
gemeinschaft (DFG). 
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“charac eristic operator function.” If A is in the resolvent sets p(A) of A and 
p(D) of D, then AE~(&) if and only if 
or 
I E a(A + BR(L, D) C), (**El 
I E o(D + CR(L, A) B). (**F) 
Hence, or 1 E p(d) n p(A) n p(D), the resolvent R(I, -01) := (A - ~4)’ is 
given bIr 
( R(5 A + BR(L, D) C) 
R(L, A + BR(I, D) C) BR(A, D) 
= ,R(L, D + CR(1, A) B) CR@, A) R(J, D + CR@, A) B) > ’ 
(**) 
In orler to obtain the unbounded operator versions of the standard 
matrix ules we assumed that the off-diagonal operators B and C were 
relatively bounded with respect to the diagonal operators A and D, 
and-m Jst essentially-that the domain of d was a “diagonal domain,” i.e., 
D(d) it the product D(A) x D(D) of the domains of A and D. The sub- 
sequent example seems to indicate that (*) and (**) fail dramatically for 
“non-diagonal domains.” 
In this paper we continue our investigation of operator matrices from 
[7, S] a Id study “non-diagonal domains” for d = (c :). We show, with the 
aid of “virtual elements” of -02, how the formulas (*) and (**) for a(&) 
remain . ralid. 
1. AN EXAMPLE 
In the semigroup approach to retarded differential equations (see 
[S], and the more general version in [3]) one chooses the state 
space C” x Lp( [ - 1, 01, @“) and the operator matrix & = (E &) with 
“non-dia Tonal” domain D(d) = { (;) : x E @“, f~ W’*p, f(0) = x}, and 
BE LZ( Nll,p, @“). Then d is the semigroup solving the equation i(t) = Bx,, 
x0 =f: The spectrum of &’ can be computed as (see Proposition 2.7 in [5]) 
o(d)= {AE@: det d(l)=O}, where d(l):= A-Bo(sI@Id), (1.1) 
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and the resolvent of d is given by 
R(“d)= 
A@-’ A(l)-’ BRA 
(sn@Id)d(l)-’ (l+(sn@Id)d(A)-’ B)R, 
where c).(t) : = e”‘, t E [ - 1, 01, and R,f(t) : = jb eLctpslf(s) ds. 
If, on the other hand, we want to apply our formulas (*) and (**) we 
observe that the operator C = 0. Accordingly, (**E) and (*eF) become 
independent of B and so a(&) is certainly different from (1.1). Similarily 
(**) does not yield the resolvent (1.2). This suggests that our matrix rules 
are not preserved for matrices with non-diagonal domain. 
2. THE ABSTRACT RESULTS 
An adequate framework for operator matrices with non-diagonal domain 
is Greiner’s perturbation theory for boundary conditions [4]. We apply it 
first to diagonal operator matrices d = ({ E) defined on the product E x F 
of two Banach spaces E and F. 
Assume that A, and D, are closed, densely defined linear operators with 
(maximal) domains D(A,) in E and D(D,) in F. Then the maximal 
operator z$, defined by the matrix d on the domain D(&,) := 
&A,) x D(D,) is a closed operator. 
Let X, Y be two Banach spaces (called “spaces of boundary conditions”), 
endow D(A,) and D(D,) with the graph norm and define continuous 
linear operators ii, &, 1(/i, lclz as in the diagram: 
In addition, we always assume that d1 and & are surjective. See [4] for a 
discussion of these hypotheses. 
DEFINITION 2.1. On the Banach space E x F we consider the operator 
matrix &’ = ({ i) with domain 
D(d) = (2.1) 
and defined by &‘({) = ($$) whenever ({) E D(d). 
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By tile above continuity assumptions on the 6s and I,VS the domain 
D(d) is closed in D(J&) with respect to the graph norm. Hence (&, 
D(d)) is a closed operator on E x F. 
In orler to illustrate the concrete meaning of these notions we consider 
a typic2 1 example. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let E = C[ - 1, 0] and F= C( [ - 1, 01, (I?). Define 
A,=d/ix with D(A,)=C’[-l,O] and D,=d/dx with D(D,)= 
C’( [ - I, 01, C’). Take X= @, Y = @” and define #i(f) : = f’(O), &(g) := 
g’(O), IIl ,(f) : = (f( - 11, . . ..f( - l)), and ti2(g) := I’! 1 X1= 1 g,(x) dx forfE 
W,) .md g = (sly . . . . g,) E DP,). 
The c:hoice of the domain D(d) : = {(i) E C’ : ($${) = (g:[T{)} ensures 
that the matrix & = (“6” $J is a semigroup generator (corresponding to 
a systen~ of retarded differential equations). 
It is ~IOW our aim to compute the spectrum of matrices ~2 = (t 1) with 
non-dia sonal domain D(&‘) as in Definition 2.1. The idea is to associate to 
& an o aerator matrix & which is easier to deal with since it has diagonal 
domain. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Consider the restrictions A,, and D, of A,, D, to 
D(A,) : = ker 4, and D(D,) : = ker &. Then z&o denotes the operator 
matrix (2 & ) with domain D(,r;l’,) : = D(A,) x D(D,). 
Cleary, the spectrum of z& is just a(~$) = cr(A,) u o(D,). In a series of 
lemmas we now explain the relation between d and J&. 
LEMMA 2.4 (see [4, Lemma 1.23). (i) Let (C,, D(C,)) be a restriction of 
a closed operator (C,, D(C,)) on some Banach space. For every 1 E p(C,) 
one has D( C,) = D( C,) 0 ker(l - C,). 
(ii) Take the operators A0 and Do from Definition 2.3 and IG E p(A,), 
resp. A E p(D,). Then 
412 := 41 Iker(l-,4A,)* resp. 421 : = 42 1 ker(l~ &) 
are cont,nuous bijections from ker(il - A,,,) onto X, resp. ker(l -D,) onto Y. 
Proof (i) Clearly D(C,) n ker(A - C,) = (0), since otherwise A would 
be an elgenvalue of Co. The surjectivity of A- Co implies that for every 
fe D(C,) there exists gc D(C,) such that (A- CO)g= (A- C,)f: This 
shows f = g + (f-g) E D( C,) @ ker(A - C,). 
(ii) Since #1, & are assumed to be surjective and since D(A,) = 
kerd,, !I(D,) = ker & we obtain from part (i) that ~1j,) resp. ~2j., are 
bijective 1 
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LEMMA 2.5. For lep(Ao) np(D,) define operators 
Kj. := c++& and L, := f$,‘& 
Then KA E S(D(D,), D(A,)) and L, E Y(D(A,), D(D,)) and 
dI(KA g) = h(g), GMLlf) = @l(f) 
for all fED(A,), gED(D,). 
Proof. As stated in Lemma 2.4 the operators dli. and & are 
isomorphisms having continuous inverses. The identities (2.4) now follow 
immediately from Definition 2.3. i 
Remark. For i~p(A,)np(D,) the operator KA is the unique linear 
operator from D(D,) into D(A,) satisfying (2.4) and im Kn c ker(,? - A,). 
Similarily, L, is determined by (2.4) and im L, c ker(1 -D,). 
LEMMA 2.6. For A EP(A~) n p(D,) consider the operator matrix 
%?I* : = ( I:;, ;,“;I) which defines a bounded linear operator on D(A,) x D(D,) 
having the following properties: 
(i) (C)ED(~) ifand only ifS?i({)~D(&O). 
(ii) (1 -d)(i) = (n-do) B>,(i) for all (i) E D(d). 
Proof (i) Take f E D(A,), ge D(D,). By definition, (;)E D(d) means 
$I(f)=$2(g) and d2(g)=til(f). On the other hand, BA({)=({:2T)~ 
D(salO) if and only if d,(f)-qS,(Ki g)=O and q&(g)-&(Llf)=O. Both 
statements are equivalent by (2.4). 
(ii) For (i) E D(d) it follows that 
since K, E ker(ll - A,) and L, f E ker(ll -D,). 4 
Remark. Assertion (ii) can be written in matrix form as 
( 
2-A 0 
0 L-D > ( 
I-A, 0 Id -KA = 
0 >( A-D, -L, > Id ’ 
(2.5) 
If we evaluate the matrix product on the right we obtain formally 
A-A,, -(A-Ao)K, 
-(A-Do)L, > /l-D, 
(2.6) 
Clearly the off-diagonal elements (2 - A,,) K, and (2 - D,) L,, if under- 
stood as (;C -.A,) K, and (;1- D,) L,, respectively, are zero. They will be 
5XO;XY. 2-s 
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called “ Srtual elements” of (2 - &). Their importance becomes evident if 
we comwte cr(&) and R(1, a) using (**). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let 1 E p(A,) n p(D,). For the following statements 
(a) REP, 
(b) 1 E p(K,L,) for the operator K,LI E Y(D(A,)), 
(c) 1 Ep(L,K,) for the operator L,K,ET(D(D,)), 
one has the implications (a) e (b) o (c). 
rf KL and Ln are compact operators then the statements (a), (b), and (c) 
are equi talent. 
Prooj By the criterion (*) conditions (b) and (c) are each equivalent 
to the jnvertibility of BA in Y(D(A,) x D(D,). Hence (b) or (c) imply 
that 9L is a bijection from D(d) onto D(J.&) (use Lemma 2.6(i)). For 
J E p(A,) n p(D,) we know that 1- d0 is bijective from D(J;4,) onto E x F, 
hence A- d = (A - -plb) &?>, is bijective and I E p(d). 
We row assume 1 E p(d) and want to show that @A is bijective on 
D(s&) lvhich is equivalent to (b) and (c) by (*). From the extra assump- 
tion it f ,110~s that ~j, is the sum of the identity and a compact operator. 
Therefo .e it suffices to show that gA is injective on D(s&,). 
Assurle that ai( for ({)E D(J&,). From (2.4) we obtain 
Mf I= $,(E(, g) = b(g) and b(g) =#JLlf I= Mf 1, hence 1;) E DW’) 
and (A.- &)( ,‘) =O. Since 1 up, we conclude f=g= 0, hence 9?A is 
bijective. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Ifn~p(A,)np(D,) and 1 E~(K~LJ then 1 E~(L~K~), 
1 E ~(-02 ), and 
( 
(1 -Ki~Li)-’ R(n, A,) 
R(~’ s”= (l-L,K,)-‘L,R(~, A,) 
(1 -K,LJ’K,R(I, D,) 
(1 -L,K,)~‘R(I, D,) ’ (2’7) ) 
Prooj As shown above, (A - .&), (A- do), and 93A. are invertible and 
(n-d) = (2 --do) &?A, Therefore the inverse of (2 -&‘) is R(1, SC!) = 
a; ’ 0 R A, do). The explicit matrix representation ow follows from (*). 1 
Remaek. If we write (formally) 3, - d = ( ~ ,$.I$“,,. --($:“DD,’ “,) as in (2.6), 
we see t lat (2.7) can be obtained directly from (*) by performing the usual 
matrix inversion procedure. 
With these results we obtain a satisfactory description in the spirit of a 
matrix 1 heory for the spectrum of diagonal operator matrices with non- 
diagona domain. Combining this with the results from [S], the above 
characterization of the spectrum can easily be extended to operator 
matrices having non-zero off-diagonal entries. 
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THEOREM 2.9. Let A,,,, D, be the maximal operators as above and 
BEY(D(D,), E) and CE Z(D(A,), F). Consider the operator matrix 
&‘=(“, f) with d omain D(a) as in Definition 2.1. Zf 3, E p(A,) n p(D,) and 
the operators K,, LA, R(& A,) B, R(& Do) C are compact then the following 
properties are equivalent: 
(4 h(4. 
(b) 1 E P((L, + R(k Do) C)(K, + RCA, 4) B)) in ND,). 
(cl 1 E ,4K + RCA A,) B)Wi. + R(k Do) Cl) in WA,). 
Proof Write A - d = (A - ,Qe,)(& + GF?~), where II - dO = (’ ;Ao I 2,) 
with diagonal domain D(do) as in Definition 2.3, ~49~ : = ( ItA $) and 
g% := ( -R(:Do) C PR’AbA”‘E). Since %A~ JZ(D(A,) x D(D,)) is compact, it 
follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 that A-d is bijective if and only 
if L8). + %‘A is bijective. But the condition (*) for the matrix a>. + %A 
corresponds to (b) and (c). 1 
COROLLARY 2.10. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.9, for A E 
p(A,) n p(D,) n p(d), one obtains 
(2.8) 
with R, := (Id-d,))‘R(& A,), R2 := (Id-d,)-’ (K,-R(/I, A,) B) 
R(I, Do), R, := (Id-d,)-’ (L,+ R(& D,) C) R(1, A,), R, := (Id-d,)-’ 
R(a, Do), where A 1 := (K,+ R(I, A,) B)(Li+ R(5 Do) C), A, :=(L,+ 
WA Do) CNK, + W, A,) B). 
Remark. In view of the applications and in order to have formulae easy 
to memorize we repeat again that (2.8) can be obtained by applying (* ) 
formally to the matrix 
A-d= E.-A, -B-(l-A,) K, 
-C-(3,-Do)L, I--Do > 
(2.9) 
with the virtual elements (A - A,) KA and (A - Do) L,. 
3. MORE EXAMPLES 
It is now our intention to demonstrate that the above results yield 
an easy and systematic method for the computation of the spectrum of 
unbounded operator matrices d = ($ f) with non-diagonal domain. In 
each case we proceed as follows: 
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(1) Find the restrictions A, and D,, of the diagonal operators and 
determir e their spectrum. 
(2) For A.EP(&) n p(D,) determine (more or less explicitly) the 
eigenspazes ker(A- A,) and ker(A - D,) and construct the operators Ki 
and L, satisfying (2.4). 
(3) Write down the “virtual” matrix 
i-&g?= A-A, 
-B-(A-A,)K, 
-c-(/I-D,)L, A-D, > 
and compute the spectrum and the resolvent using the matrix formulas (*). 
We st:.rt with the simple example from Section 1. 
3.1. 0pe:ator Matrices from Delay Equations 
Take d= (i ,,“,,) on C x Lp[ - 1, 0] with domain D(a) := 
{(;):fE W’xP, f(O)=x} as in Section 1: 
(1) We take D,=d/dx with D(D,):= {feW’*p:f(0)=O}. Then 
a(D,,)=!7j and R(& Do)f(t) := 1 p e’(‘-“y(s) ds for fe LP, t E [ - 1, 01. 
(2) The eigenspace ker(A- D,) is given by (Ed), where &Jt) := e”‘. 
Furthernlore, the operator L,x := X.E~ satisfies (2.4), i.e., (L,x)(O) = x. 
Clearly, Y, = 0. 
(3) From the virtual matrix A- ~2 = ( -(l.DojE, ,I”,), we obtain the 
“charactt ristic (operator) function” 
d(l) : = i - B(EJ 
and the following well-known result (see Section 1). 
PROPOIITION. A non-zero complex number 1 E p(d) if and only if 
A# B(EJ. In this case the resolvent is given by the matrix in (1.2). 
Remar. C. Clearly the same method applies to the vector valued case, i.e., 
for delay equations in LP( [ - 1, 01, P), and again yields (1.1) and (1.2). 
3.2. A &stem from Epidemiology 
The next example occurs in [lo] and corresponds to a system of linear 
evolution equations describing the spread of an infectious desease in a pop- 
ulation. It is assumed that the infected part is structured by the degree of 
the infection while the non-infected part consists of a single compartment. 
In our niatrix terminology the following situation occurs: Take E= @, 
F= L*([w +), and D, : = d*/dx* + q for some real function q E L”( R + ) and 
D(D,) : = W*( R + ). Let b be a continuous linear form on W* and &, be the 
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Dirac measure at 0. Then one has the following matrix & = (;f &$Jb+ 4) 
with domain D(d) : = (( ;) :f~ W2, f’(0) + Q-(O) = x} for some a E R. 
(1) The restriction D, of D,=d2/dx2+q to the domain 
D(D,) : = {YE W’:f’(O) + af(0) = 0} is selfadjoint and generates a 
strongly continuous semigroup. Hence o(D,) c ( - 00, c) for some c. 
(2) Since (the restriction of) 2 -D, is bijective from D(DO) onto 
L2( R + ) for L E p(D,) and since D(D,) has codimension one in W’( Iw + ) it 
follows that ker(l -D,) = (e,) for some eigenfunction e, E L2(R +). Then 
we have c1 := e;(O) + se,(O) #O for 1 E p(D,) and the operator 
L,l := (l/cl) e, satisfies (2.4). As in (3.1), the operators KA are zero. 
(3) From the virtual matrix ( -,i!;,f;(eJC1) ;“o;,“), we obtain for 
;l~p(D,)\{a) that LEG(&) if and only if 0=1--a+ (&+b)(e,/c,) 
and hence 0 = (1 -a) c1 + e,(O) + (6, e,). For q ~0 we have eA(x) = 
exp( - A112x) which yields an explicit characteristic equation. 
3.3. A Flow with Jumps 
This simple example models a flow on a closed circuit r= ri u r2 
having two different, but constant speeds on r, and T2 and with two jumps 
at the connecting points of r1 and r,. 
On L2[0, 11 x L’[O, 1] take & = (“‘d&dX’ +&)) with a, d> 0 and 
D(d={(i):f,g~ W’,f(l)=~g(l),g(O)=~f(O)} with ~,BER. 
(1) The restrictions A,, and Do of A, = a(d/dx) and D, = -d(d/dx) 
to D(A,) := {YE W’:f(l)=O} and D(D,) := (gg W’:g(O)=O}, respec- 
tively, have empty spectrum. 
(2) The eigenspaces ker(1 - A,,,) and ker(d - D,) are spanned by 
the functions e,,, and E-~,,+ By an easy computation one finds that 
K,g := e-“‘“/?g(l)s,,O and L,f:=olf(O)~~,~ satisfy (2.4). 
(3) From the matrix ( ~ &$$ L; -‘::2: “i) one obtains that I E o(d) 
if and only if Id - KA Li, is not injective. The explicit representation of Kn 
and L, yields the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. The spectral values of & are the solutions A E @ of 
((A,)=O, where ((1) := 1 -cl~eC((“+dUad)l. 
Remark. The same ideas work for more complicated flows. In par- 
ticular, it can be shown that the above matrix on L2( [ - 1, 01, C”) x 
L2( [ - 1, 01, C”) with domain defined by the matrices a, BE M,(C) has 
spectrum a(~&‘) = { il E C : 1 E (ad/(a + d)) In o(a/3)}. The same method can 
also be applied to diffusion instead of flows thereby obtaining results from 
Cl, 21. 
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4. THE SPECTRUM OF HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 
In this section we compute the spectrum of hyperbolic systems appearing 
in quite different situations (e.g., control theory [3], quantum dynamics 
[6], coiitinuum mechanics [9]). Since the subsequent discussion is 
intended to demonstrate the value of our method, we consider only the 
case of scalar valued functions and constant coefficient differential 
operator:;. 
On tht: product space L’[O, l] x L’[O, l] x @ x @ define an operator d 
by the matrix 
with don lain 
d= 
‘a(d/dx) 0 00 
0 -d(d/dx) 0 0 
60 hl 00 
\ 6 1 6, 00 
(4.1) 
D(d) := (4.2) 
where LX, fl E @, a, d > 0 are constants, and &, 6, are the Dirac measures at 
0 and ., respectively. We write d as a 2 x 2 matrix (“, 8) with 
4& ‘0 A=( o -d&dXx,) and C = (2 $). The entry A corresponds to the maximal 
operator A, on D(A,) := W’ x W’. We now proceed in 4 steps: 
Step 1. The operator A,, := (“‘dp’ -dcod/dXJ on L’[O, l] x L2[0, l] 
with dorrain D(A,) := {(;):f,gE W’, af(O)-g(O)=O, f(l)-jIg(l)=O} 
has been treated in Section 3.3. From there we recall that 
a(Ao)= {;~EC: <(n)=O}, (4.3) 
where [( 1) : = 1 - c+ecA and c : = -(a + d)/ad. 
Step 2. In the notation of Definition 2.1 the domain D(d) is 
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where 
J-(l) - Ml) h(;) := (@f(o)-g(o))E@2. e*(J) := (p2. 
Therefore the restriction of A to { (,i):f, g E W’, 4, ( ‘,) = 0} is just the 
operator A, from Step 1. 
Step 3. The kernel of the maximal operator A- A, is spanned by the 
eigenfunctions (‘8) and ( GyA,), where again EJS) : = e@‘, s E [0, 11. For 
,I $ a(A,) the operators K,: @ x C --t ker(il- A,) have to satisfy (see (2.4)) 
h(&(;))=(~)> +A(;))=(;). 
This yields 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Step 4. The virtual matrix (2.9) now becomes 
l-d= I-A, -@-Ao)KA 
-C I 
for A. C$ o(A,). Therefore I E a(d) if and only if 1 E a(CKI). Elementary 
computations then lead to the final result. 
PROPOSITION. Define c(o) : = 1 - CI/?P, w E C, where c : = - (a + d)/ad. 
If &A) # 0, then 1 E a(d) if and only if 
W)~+(l+~eAc) -eP”ln(l + a) 
eCA’d(l +/?) <(A)L-(l+cte”‘) (4.6) 
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